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ABSTRACT

Social network acts as a platform for sharing different types of information between different typed of users. Social network is modeled as a graph, consisting of vertex and edges. Users involved in sharing data are considered as vertex or node and relationship between different users is mentioned as edges. Main issues like vertex identity disclosure and multicomunity identity disclosure present recently in social network. Information about each user identity is vertex identity. Different types of communities where the user involved in social network is defined as multicomunity identity. To overcome these two risks a privacy preservation technique $K^W$-Structural Diversity Anonymity is introduced. Where $K$ denotes number of nodes in social network and $W$ is a time stamp recording of updation made in the network.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Social network is a place of increasing communication between different types of users all over the world. Data sharing continuously increased when the social sites updated incrementally. Each individual user can connect with people at any end of the world [1]. Social network is a representation of a tree structure embedded of nodes and edges. In this graph (Figure 1), vertex denotes number of users participated in social sites and edge denotes the relationship between different users.

According to Knowledge discovery process, social network is organized and data transferred based on user- role based methodology [2]. Users as divided as data provider, data collector, data miner and decision maker. Data provider is a first person who provides information for a data collector, the data send the provider can contain sensitive data, and according to the sensitivity leaked he gets reward from the collector. Data collector sends data to miner by hiding or encrypting sensitive data. Data miner mines the useful information from the raw data and transfers to decision maker to decide whether the data is useful or not.
Consider a graph of social network with the nodes A, B, C. Where A is a friend of B and C. The adversary is a person or an attacker who needs to hack and retrieve the sensitive information of the nodes by knowing some information about the particular node. When attacker needs to attack the user C by having some data, he can also gather the information about the nodes A and C through the relationship with A, B and C. An attacker can retrieve information when a particular node is in a community group which is known to the attacker. To overcome this privacy preservation technique has been used to preserve sensitive information of victim user. Attacker can perform different attacks like degree attack, friendship attack, and mutual friendship attack to know sensitive data or to know the identity of a victim.

1.1. Objective

- To analyze the attack model and consider the protection of vertex and community identities of users in the social sites.
- To anonymize each release to satisfy some privacy model before a network is published.
- To prevent the changes to launch attacks made by adversaries due to the lack of consideration in sequential releases.
- To avoid adversaries get advantages by gathering victim’s information continuously and comparing the multiple releases.
- To show that an adversary can successfully infer a victim’s vertex identity and community identity by knowing degrees by calculating number of friend users.

2. Privacy Preservation

Data mining [3] plays a vital role in many fields like business, telecommunications, online carts and social networks by providing only needed information from the raw data. Recently, more and more applications have emerged from social networks information. Due to this privacy preservation is identified as a major concern in upcoming development of social network and its applications. Privacy preservation is defined as protecting the each and every information considered as sensitive in the database.
2.1. Privacy preserving data mining (PPDM)

One of the main sub fields in data mining is privacy preserving data publishing (PPDM) [4][5] which provides more development in recent and upcoming years. PPDM is introduced specifically to safeguard sensitive data from unsolicited data for preserving the utility of the particular preserved data. Sensitive raw data and sensitive mining results are the two important phase in which the PPDM consideration is falls.

2.2. Privacy preserving data Publishing (PPDP)

There are four types of users divided according to user role based methodology like data provider, data collector, and data miner and decision maker. In these four users different data transformation process is done. The Privacy preserving data publishing [6][7] technique has been carried out at the process of data collector. Data collector modifies sensitive information send by the data provider. While modifying, data needs to be preserved and maintains its utility of the data simultaneously. There are two phases present in Privacy preserving data publishing they are data collecting and data publishing. The process of recording the incoming data present in the database is data collection and the process of transforming the collected data by the data holder to the data miner is data publishing. The received person performs mining tasks.

3. Target Of Protection

Backstrom et al [8] defines, there are two types of attack like active attack and passive attack carried out by the attacker to hack the sensitive data. Active attack means the attacker plants plenty of malicious sub graphs inside the network before its release. When the sub graph grows the, information about the nodes and their relationship has been automatically taken by the attacker. The next attack is passive attack where a small unique subgraph is planted to identify the vertices in the social network.

Privacy preservation is helpful in protecting the graph data against these two common types of attacks [9]. Protection in graph is to be given to two types of sensitive information like nodes or vertices and edges of the graph.

3.1. Vertex or node information

Personal information that attached with the particular user is defined as the vertex information. For example consider an email sent from one user to another user, here mail id, name of the id holder and mobile number is considered as vertex information.

3.2. Multicommunity information

Each user is connected with other different users called friend users. The relationship among them is mentioned as edges in graphs. There is large number of community groups involved in social networks. The information about the different groups in with the user or node participate are known as multicommunity information.

4. Disclosure Models

There are large amount of privacy risks present in the social network sites. In that some of the disclosures are mentioned as mentioned below.
4.1. Identity disclosure

Identity defines personal information (address, mobile number, email id, disease, bank details) of a particular user node in the social network graph [10][11]. When an attacker uses some attack model to reveal the personal data is denoted as identity disclosure.

4.2. Link disclosure

Link is a relationship between one user with other users (friend user). In the graph structure edges are mentioned as links [12][13]. Revealing of community details of a friend user by knowing the link details of the victim is known as link disclosure.

4.3. Sensitive attributes disclosure

Backstrom et al.[14] he data that are sent from and to recipient are the sensitive attributes enclosed within the social network. Each node is composed of different attributes like email id, disease details, bank information of a particular user etc.

5. \( K^W \)-Structural Diversity Anonimity

To reduce or solve the privacy risks of vertex and multicomunity disclosure in social network a new privacy model[15] that suite for the dynamic network is introduced known as \( K^W \)-Structural Diversity Anonimity. Where \( K \) denotes the number of users connected with the particular user known as edges. \( W \) denotes the timestamp of each action done at the social network. This technique is completely for safeguarding the private data of all users engaged in the social network. \( K^W \)-Structural Diversity Anonimity is a technique purely extracted based on the concept of k-anonymity. To increase and maintain the utility of data present in social network a table is created known as CS- Table.

5.1. Graph construction

As the first step, an undirected graph should be created according to the users and their relationship with others. In this graph vertex or node represents the user involved in the social network and their relationship along with other members is denoted as edges. Once the owner of the site creates a graph construction of CS-table started.

Figure 2. Construction of social network.
From figure 2, construction of social network in the form of graph is demonstrated. Here nodes are given with unique identification with numbers. Each node connected with other nodes is considered as friend users of particular node. In the above graph node 1 is connected with {2,3,4} therefore node 1 friend user is {2,3,4}. Likewise other nodes are connected with their friend user.

5.2. CS-Table

A three columned table named as Cluster sequence table. The table consists of three attributes like vertex, degree and multicommunity attribute. Vertex denotes the personal information a user like unique identification. Degree of the vertex denotes number of friend user connected with the particular user. Multicomunity denotes the groups in which the user involved. User has no limitations to participate in more than one community group. A user can participate in more than one community groups. There are two processes in snapshotting the actions done at the social network. Attributes like vertex information, degree of the vertex and information about community groups are added in the CS-Table once the graph is created. Once the table is created it is automatically updated at each release in the social network.

5.3. Constructing CS-Table

Once a graph based structure is formed according to the information gathered from social network, Cluster Sequence table is created. Table is constructed from three columns like vertex information of a user node, and their degree sequence, which is calculated according to number of friends connected with each user. Lastly details about community groups evolved within the social network and the user participation records.
From figure 2, the social network structure is entered as entries in Cluster sequence table. At particular time period snapshot is taken form the network and marked as a graph. For node 1 its degree is denoted as 0-3 because node 1 have no friends and joined with other three nodes like (2, 3, 4) therefore it is mentioned as 0-3. Next is community identity, if a vertex or user involved in one community then in the table id of that particular community group is entered.

### 5.4. Updating CS-Table

Once Cluster Sequence Table is created it is automatically update at each time stamp when any actions done at the social network. At each time instance only one change can be accepted.

![Social Network Graph]

**Figure 4. Updation of social network from above graph.**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Vertex</th>
<th>Degree</th>
<th>Community</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>0-3</td>
<td>{1}</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>0-1</td>
<td>{1,2}</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>0-3</td>
<td>{1}</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>0-1</td>
<td>{1,2,3}</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>0-3</td>
<td>{1}</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>0-2</td>
<td>{1}</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>0-2</td>
<td>{1}</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>0-1</td>
<td>{1,2}</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Vertex</th>
<th>Degree</th>
<th>Community</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>3-4</td>
<td>{1,3}</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>0-1</td>
<td>{1,2}</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>0-3</td>
<td>{1}</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>0-1</td>
<td>{1,2,3}</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>0-3</td>
<td>{1}</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>0-2</td>
<td>{1}</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>0-2</td>
<td>{1}</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>0-1</td>
<td>{1,2}</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1. Constructing CS-Table from undirected graph

Table 2. Updating CS-Table from undirected graph
As shown in above table 2, once any updations done at the social network(figure 3) it is taken as a snapshot and recorded in cluster sequence table and saved as a new snapshot in the database. Here node 1 is connected with another friend node therefore degree of the vertex 1 is modified from 3 to 4. Then coming up to multicommunity details node 1 participate in another community which is denoted with id 3. Therefore vertex 1 is changed from {1} to {1,3}.

5.5. Anonymization process

Once all the entries in the cluster sequence table is filled, next process is to anonymizes the original data into fake one. Because when an attacker hacks the network and try to get sensitive data, he provided with the fake data by adding fake vertex at the anonymized table. Grouping all vertex which is involved in same group is also an anonymization process for safeguarding original data.

6. Conclusions

For data collector, his privacy-preserving objective is to release useful data to data miners without disclosing data provider’s identities and sensitive information about them. To achieve this privacy level, the user wants to develop proper privacy models to quantify the possible loss of privacy under different attacks, and apply anonymization techniques to the data. Most of the privacy preservation technique relies on static network for preserving privacy breaches, therefore privacy breaches easily occurs in dynamic networks. Mainly identity disclosure, community disclosure occurs frequently in dynamic network. Therefore future work focus on providing privacy to dynamic network, using $K^W$ – structural diversity model which provides better performance to prevent the disclosures. Where K denotes number of users connects with the particular user and $W$ denotes timestamp of actions done at the network.
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